
loving man. Of all the surviving photos
of him, the most moving one shows him
with a look of great tenderness on his
face, giving a cuddle to his son William
as a toddler. His daughter Henrietta
wrote about him: ‘‘he always made us
feel that we were each of us creatures
whose opinions and thoughts were
valuable to him, so that whatever was
best in us came out in the sunshine of
his presence’’.

If you can possibly get to Down House
in Kent to visit Darwin’s home and gain a
palpable sense of the man, you should do

so. Even if you cannot, you should
certainly read On the origin of species. Its
stature as writing equals Shakespeare. Its
vision is little short of biblical, especially
in its final paragraph:

‘‘It is interesting to contemplate an
entangled bank, clothed with many
plants of many kinds, with birds singing
on the bushes, with various insects
flitting about, and with worms crawling
through the damp earth, and reflect that
these elaborately constructed forms, so
different from each other, and dependent
on each other in so complex a manner,

have all been produced by laws
acting around us…There is grandeur
in this view of life, with its several
powers, having been originally
breathed into a few forms or into one;
and that, whilst this planet has gone on
cycling according to the fixed law of
gravity, from so simple a beginning
endless forms most beautiful and most
wonderful have been, and are being,
evolved.’’
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Correction

A Dees, RJ Batenburg de Jong, CA Meeuwis, et al. Carotid sinus
syndrome after carotid artery surgery (Postgrad Med J
1992;68:463–4). The second author’s name appeared incorrectly
in this article: it should be RJ Baatenburg de Jong.

On reflection
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